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U.S. women shock
Japanese student

- • ixciuifuy

Baynes Bank

Kurt Anagnostou

off for pres, VP, pub board

Photos by Andy Bassetti

Editor's Note: Hidenori Fujita is
a UOP student from Japan who is
studying American Literature here.
Upon arriving on the campus in the
Fall, he was shocked by some of the
attitudes he saw among women
students as compared to attitudes of
Japanese women.
He wrote the
following term paper on his obser
vations in Dr. Robert Knighton's
Technical Writing course last
semester.
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ASUOP president, who received 278
votes.
Hod Key was the third place
presidential candidate with 172 votes
and Vincent Orange received 156
votes.
Bank led the vice-presidential
contest as a write-in candidate with
299 votes. Anagostou received 139
votes in the election, also as a write-in
candidate.

ling locations.
f[j(, presidential seat will be
at by Burt, who gained 357 votes
^Tuesday and Wednesday elec
ts, and Kennedy, the acting

'*«rlfiran return

In the P a c i f i c a n publication
board race, John Adams gained one

of the seats with 453 votes. Chan
received 107 votes, and Pacifican
editors Keenom and Kevin Bartram
received 82 and 75 votes respectively.
All three referendums had a
majority in favor. The racquetball
courts were supported by a 786 to
227 vote, and the constitutional
amendments were supported by a
similar margin of 605 to 134.
Over 600 students voted in favor
of construction of academic buildings
before the Events Center construe-

tion begins. The total votes against
the referendum were 367.
A record number of students
voted to bring the total count to
1057, compared to last year's count
of nearly 800 students.
Campaigning this week was in
tense as it has been in previous years.
Two candidates were taken off the

Blurred images, obstacles are
part of everyday life for Connie
The music therapy major atten
ded ("public sc hoots in San Francisco,
where she was raised.
In each school, resource centers
were provided for visually handicap
ped students. Since the third grade,
she has attended regular classes.
After graduation from high
school, Connie attended Contra
Costa Junior College in Santa Paula,
where she took general education

o work together
•st show that we
K'lieve that how
is ret lefts how
is." She added

courses.
At that time, she became a
resident at a Living Skill Center lor
the visually handicapped.
"It was neat because the day al
ter 1 turned 18 I moved out ol my
home into an apartment that the Cen
ter provided tor me, she said.
Basic living skills were taught to
the residents at the Center. "We
learned such things as how to cook,
clean, and balance a check book."
Connie transferred to. UOP in
September to enter the Music Therapy
program offered by the Conservatory
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Conservatory student Connie Cheng
Photo by Ann Miyoshi
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focus for Connie. She is a member o
small minority of handicapped
a

of Music.
"1 always wanted to combine
Special Education and Music," she

students that are attending UOf.
Connie was also among a small

said.
"This program has allowed me to do

ratio of babies, born in the 1950s
who were exposed to an over-heated
incubator that caused her retina to
clop a high fold. The result was a
dev
a I impairment that is uncorrt
visua
table.
1

just that."
.
Connie first garnered an interest in
music as a child, when she learned to

By Tracy Riddle

As Connie Cheng walks slowly
^»«gb the campus, the expression
up interv,eV^j J dicr hue reveals her deep concen, „ ' t . h a ' , htion.
And. ,is she moves closer to her
'Nation, Iter expression changes to
• decision <•'"
*"rr>. while she strains to read the
Nhton her classroom door.
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Vote in
Runoff
Tuesday
ballot because they turned in their
financial statements late. They are:
Kurt Anagostou and Baynes Bank.
Bank, who changed from a
presidential candidate to a write-in
candidate for the vice-presidency,
used a megaphone in his campaign to
inform students about his candidacy
change.
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"iSr experience a. UOP£success. story

and behaving aggravated my planetshock because of their preposterous
and incredible contrast with those of
my country's women.
Particularly, questioning Why
women have to cook, clean a floor,
and raise kids, made me depressed.
How many times have I heard
this cliche since I came here? How
would they answer if they should be
asked, "Why do men have to cook,
clean a floor, and raise kids?"
But I have never heard such a
question from men's side.
Actually, my first impression

"Companies offer courses
on how to be a good wife"
about the UOP campus is that female
students are so confident and walk
around with a swagger, while male
students are so diffident and shy.
Whenever I encounter the
challenging words that start with,

"Japanese women...love
cooking and raising kids"

should keep a house. Only 38 % of
them are against such a traditional
rdTftlivisititr.
I also conf irmed, through my in
terviews with many young American
females, that their success in a job or
career is given a top priority in their
life.
They were extremely ambitious
about their career in most eases. One
of my interviewees was drastic
enough to give a positive meaning to
the
psychological
term
of
"workaholic."
(Cont. on back page, col. 5)

•

have a lot of power,, says
Becky Long of the OUR. "They need
to know that they can change things.

'""The OUR. a group ol r.prereu-

vated my planet-shock"

(Cont. on back page, col. 1)

SKSBRK

Bv Susan Pillow
Plctfirun Nlanauini: Kciitnr

"American women...aggra

play the piano.

OUR getting active; getting results
pertinent Besld.au (OUR, bought some b

I prolk"

Six months ago, f traveled from
the most unliberated place to the
most liberated place, especially for
women: from Japan to the U.S.
At that time, everything was sur
prising enough to make me feel that I
had come to another planet from
Earth.
Among the surprising things,
American women's ways of thinking

"Why must women. .
and
whenever I observe the diffident male
students, I come to realize, feeling
guilty, how happy I was to have been
born a man in Japan.
Japanese women seldom present
such questions, and they love cooking
and raising kids.
I had some experiences, while I
was in Japan, to have been warned by
women hot to enter a kitchen because
that would degrade my dignity as a
man if I should be seen to sneak in
there for food. .
Of course, I admit that this
traditional way of thinking about
woman's role has some problems
today.
Generally, Japanese women
choose marriage, rather than a
position in a company, as the most
important thing in their life. Con
sequently, they regard their position
in a company as a transient one until
they get married.
Companies often give them
chances to find a husband by holding
a dance party and hikes and so on.
Companies also offer them some
courses on how to be a good wife, like
cooking and flower-arrangement
seminars, after duty hours.
According to a survey made in
1976 by a major press company of
Japan, 56 % of Japanese support the
idea about social roles that men
should work outside and women

They ca n get together."
One of their first projects ol this
(Cont. on back page, col. 5)

Fantasy campus

Photo by Mike Alien

THE SUNT AN SEASON is upon us and more predominately on these card-playing SAE members as they
leisurely soak up rays on the roof of their house. Students throughout the campus are joining in the sunbathing
scene as temperatures rise to the mid-70s.

Inside this week
Watch for the opening of
the Drama Department s pro
duction of the contemporary
play, "Equus," on March 8. The
drama will he presented on two
consecutive weekends. For fur
ther information and photo, see
page 5.

Confidence reigns as an
outstanding season leads Tigers
to tomorrow's big contest with
powerhouse Marquette Univer
sity. As Terence Carney com
ments, "We've gone too far by
believing and w e're not going to
stop now." See story page 6.
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By Dr. Werner
Medical Director
Cowell Health Cent6r

Dollars & cents
or room to grow

There are several viral iaf
that may involve the liver,
tious Mononucleosis and
are two main infections with lj
volvement. The old classify
infectious and Serum Hei
should be discarded since
separation is not accurate.
Hepatitis is now classifj
Type A and Type B. Both typ^
be spread by injection or
both can be spread by intimat(

In the midst of financial difficulties and extensive
budget cuts, every dollar seems to be all-important, and
thus the university's announcement of the closing The
Feather River Preparatory School hardly comes as surprise.
After all, a pinch for money can bring out a little
cynicism in all of us. It is not uncommon when faced
VV ith such problems to sacrifice an ideal here or there.
However, there comes a time when it is necessary to
vveitgh the value of the dollar against the value of other
accomplishments which are less easily measured.
Feather River calls itself "a school for people.
The learning experience of 64 students living and grow
ing on the small scenic campus is a unique and positive
experiment in education. The dedication of the staff
and the enthusiasm of the students toward their school
and toward their education indicate something beyond
the ordinary; something that might be worth a little ex
tra effort to save.
The university is closing Feather River because of a
decision that additional money should not be put into
the preparatory school. The selling price is $3/4 million
dollars, most, if not all, of which is profit for the univer
sity.
If the university's decision to close the school is
based on not wanting to spend additional funds, why
not turn it over to the current preparatory schoold ad
ministrators for the amount of money put into the
school by UOP, or even for a profit at a more modest
sum within a range affordable by the financial backers
of Feather River?
The Pacifican staff realizes that the university is
experiencing financial difficulties, but questions the
necessity of sacrificing the Feather River Preparatory
School to which so many people have dedicated thernseives.

A logical business mind allows us to understand the
attitude that the university should use what belongs to.it
for its own benefit. But a deeper sensitivity tells us that
what Feather River is cannot be measured in dollars
and cents.
"
Although there is an effort being made by the prep
school staff to relocate as one last means of saving their
program, they do not find it a pleasant solution. The
current lOO-acre location provides a natural laboratory
for several science classes, as well as a unique, relaxed
atmosphere for learning.
The university has spent $66,000 against the
$ 125,000 given them by Board of Regent member Tom
Long along with the school, thus leaving a $59,000 pro
fit. It would seem that that amount combined with a
modest selling price would provide a fair settlement for
all. The Pacifican urges the administration to reconsi
der their position on the matter.
After all, as a learning institution, we should find
ourselves somewhat sympathetic toward those who, like
ourselves, are dedicated to providing a quality learning
experience.
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Letters to the Editor
Critics speak out
Dear Editor:
We have been very hesitant to
write this letter, but with The
Pacifican in the situation it is now in,
we felt that the university community
has a right to know what is and is not.
Last week you printed a letter to
the editor from John Adams who con
demned The Pacifican for "unnec
essary accusations." You responded
In stating that, Ac I the present cdi
ferial staff of The Pacifican) present
the facts..."
Do you really?
We would venture to state that
85 or more of the university commu
nity are now under the assumption
.that Keiji Doizaki resigned because of
the break-in attempt you reported in
the first issue this semester. Yet in
truth, he had to resign because he
oftly passed l l units last semester due
to' his intense involvement as ASUOP
President. You reported this fact the
• following week.
Talk of sensationalism...
Must you further insult Keiji by
not even mentioning him in the
following week's racquetball court
story? If you had ehosen to investi
gate the matter further, you would
have discovered that Keiji was the
main thrust (and still is) for this pro
ject. Or have you chosen to ignore
this?
When campaigning for Editorin-Chief you stated that you wanted
aggressive photography. Apparently
last semester's photography was not
. aggressive enough for you as you
Jired the former photography editor
of two semesters, Jorge Haya.
We look at the photos from the
last few issued and we choke. We see
people skiing, beautiful trees, and an
ASUOP President depicted in a dark
and sullen manner. We also find a
photo gracing page one of last week's
issue portraying tke presidential can' didates.
If our eyes do not deceive us, that
photo is crooked! Let us not even
speak of the quality of the photo at
this point. We suppose you are in
ferring that they are all crooked? Or
is it that they are standing on a
crooked floor? If the latter is true, it
is obvious that they are in the RayCal Lodge and leads us to believe that
you are emphasizing the fact that
Ray-Cal is a sinking ship. Very cote
and very subliminal.
Two weeks ago you ran a page
one feature on Martin Burt, one of the
current candidates for ASUOP
President. Frankly, we find this quite
a coincidence. But, we will not dwell
upon this point. What does bother us
is that everywhere we look we find
Burt photos cut out from that particu
lar issue and pasted on his posters.
We only hope that he did not squan
der stacks of newspapers simply to
cut out one photo, thus depriving
other individuals from reading the
paper.
Earlier this semester you
requested an unofficial meeting of the
Pacifican Publications Board where
you requested that The Pacifican be
published on a bi-monthly basis as
opposed to its current weekly status.
This was because you and your staff
suddenly realized the time and effort
to put out one issue was more than
\1>u could handle.
f
On youp application for editor
you stated that the job of an editor
would be a full-time position and you
have worked two jobs in the past
While maintaining full-time units,

therefore you felt, "...confident that I
(Sharon Fox) can handle the work.
Then why the request?
And you also said that The
Pacifican, under your editorship will
increase its advertising revenue.
Your business manager will tend to
disagree with you. He contends the
paper will go into the red for the first
time in IV2 years. From the advertis
ing brought in so far (or lack thereof),
we tend to agree.
We could go on and on, but one
of the most striking points which has
told us about this semester's paper as
compared to last semester s is that
one could always find your papers in
stacks at distribution points several
days into the week following publica
tion.
Last semester we had a very
tough time even finding one copy
past 3 p.m. of the day the paper was
published.
We rest our case.

totally unfair and untrue.
On the feature on Martin Burt s
poetry, neither the Pacificn nor Burt
knew at that time that he was run
ning for ASUOP President.
The
photos Burt used in his campaign
literature did not come from this office.

_
.
On the prospect of a bi-monthly
newspaper, although it is true that it
was considered, the issue is no longer
current. Part of the problem, which
has since been eleviated, was that the
typesetting machine was breaking
down on a weekly basis, thus causing
added problems. Now that the com
puter is operating as normal, the
paper is relatively easy to publish
each week.
On this semester's advertising
revenue, it is at least maintaining the
same level as that of last semester s. If
the paper should go in the red this
semester it would be because of over
payments in salary made to last
semester's staff and also because of
Stey? Ch^r), costs incurred due to the breakdowns
Lisa A^va, of the typesetting machine.
John.Adams
As for your contentioYi that
copies of the Pacifican are available
well into the week following
publication, our circulation manager
Staff response
disagrees. And, last semester's cir
The Pacifican editorial board
culation manager told this staff that
feels a letter of this uninformed
he found newspapers leftover at
nature warrants a response.
various locations.
On the Doizaki break-in attempt
article, the Pacifican contends that it
is not responsible for "assumptions"
made by the university community.
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Every effort was made to separate
Doizaki's break-in attempt from his
resignation.
On the racquetball story, since
Doizaki is no longer in an official
capacity at ASUOP, he is not as ac
cessible as John' Warren, who un
doubtedly knows all the details on the
proposed courts. Besides, the project
is a joint effort and not a one-man ef
fort by Doizaki.
On this semester's photography,
the Pacifican contends, less one
photo, that it is some of the best
photojournalism to hit this campus.
The photo listed as depicting an
ASUOP President "in a dark and
sullen manner" was taken by you,
Lisa Alva.
The Pacifican felt a
serious photo was better than using
one with Doizaki smiling.
On the presidential candidate
photo, granted the quality is poor,
but no one is perfect and especially
cameras. The photograper's flash
unit broke.
Further, your ac
cusations about our intentions' are

Drawing by Edmund Gelacio

Feather River
students speak out
Dear Editor:
We, the student body of the
heather River Preparatory School
would like to express our ap
preciation to you for the recent ar
ticle you published in regard to UOP
closing our school.
We would like to inform the
students and faculty of UOP of our
feelings toward this decision. Feather
River has given us an opportunity for
™ exceptlonal education, and it is
1 ficult for us to understand how a
University, whose main concern is
education, would allow money to
deprive us of such an outstanding
earnmg experience. We number 64
tudents who have made Feather
River our home and the focaj . £
our lives and this makes the Univei
sity s decision impossible to accept
We do not expect UOP to eon

tinue the school on a "profitt n#
basis, not should the Univc^]
Profit does not seem to us to be011®
the reasons Feather River was &
to the University in the first pbce^(
currently appears, however, tba
is just what the University
ter—profit and a great deal
at the expense of Feather River
University speaks time and aga'
the money they have thus far pu
Feather River, but it is never
boned that with the school c
$ 125,000 endowment. With'
dowment added in, it does not
to us that Feather River has; bee"
financially unfeasible.
|
We sincerely hope that Fea
. as
River can remain in Blairsdef
!
the
location is a major factor in ' 1
01IC*
cess of our school. Learning >in s
beautiful enviroment mak'-eS
education more fulfillingIt is hard for us to exp,res"
;h0°
profound feelings toward thesC if
We can only hope that our sob0"
continue.
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New name, new image
for UOP money drive
By Susan Higa
Pacifican Staff Writer

UOP's anpual fundraising effort
is at the same level as previous years,
despite heavy competition with the
university's Fund for a Greater
Pacific.
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CPA m Engineering and a 3 95
overall at UOP, has applied to Stan
ford and to MIT in order to complete
a Master's Degree in electrical
engineering.

School. She has a 3.53 overall CPA
and plans to work as a Civil Engineer
Scholarships were awarded to
after graduation.
1^,1 of Engineering Students KenSchool of Engineering student
4 Kimi Jr., Robert Copp, and PatKerry Robertson was also honored in
••a Tugas at the annual Award
Robert Copp, a senior transfer
an unrelated award by the Ladies'
Liquet of the Engineering Council
student from Delta College is cur • Auxiliary of the American Society of
rently working on co-op for the
,[Sacramento \ alley.
Civil Engineers.
fhe awards, based on scholastic . Stockton State Hospital and plans to
Robertson was awarded a
graduate this May with a degree in
I(liievement, leadership potential,
scholarship based on grades, campus
Copp, who is
hracter and personality, were Civil Engineering.
activities, and good co-op reports.
maintaining a 3.81 CPA in
•resented February '24 at Mather Air
The fourth-year student plans to
engineering has worked for Parsons
force Base during'Engineers Week.
graduate next December and enter
Corporation of California, and in the
First-place winner Kenneth Kimi
graduate school where she will study
chemical systems division of United
engineering
or
public
ad
Inferred to the School of
ministration.
Sneering at UOP from the Univer- Technologies. After graduation Copp
plans to take some business courses
She has been active on campus as
0f Hawaii because of the co-op
while working and would eventually
a student advisor, a member of the
program. His first co-op experience
like to form an engineering firm.
President's Long Range Planning and
wsat IBM in San Jose doing quality
Budget committee, and the Society of
Senior
Patricia
Tugas
started
as
a
iialvsis as a technician. In January,
Women Engineers among other ac
mathematics
major
and
transferred
!p Kimi began work as an
tivities.
She worked on co-op for the
into
the
School
of
Engineering
in
ifinerring assistant at Lawrence
Department
of Highway in Seattle,
spring
1976.
She
worked
for
Plant
juTinore Laixiralory, and when his
Washington
and
for Bechtel Corpor
Operations
at
Stockton
State
Hospital
i|wp period at LLL ended, he was'
ation
irt
San
Francisco.
during
3
co-op
semesters
and
tutored
Was a part-time employee.
for a short time at Tyler Elementary
Kimi. who has achieved a 4.0
Pacifican Staff Writer
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GRAY'S ANATOMY; THE CLASSIC COLOR
COLLECTOR S EDITION 780 Detailed Illus..

HIE LOVE OF CATS 154 Full Color Photos.
The cat's ever fascinating mystery and
playfulness caught in superlative color.
Extra Value Import Only $5.98

and Diagrams, inc. . 72 CCor Plate.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF EROTIC ARI
collection of the world's erotic
Japan. China, India. Renaissanct

Extraordinary

THE WHALE 267 Illus., 87 in Full Color, incl.
drawings, paintings, ancient woodcuts.

M

Mid modern greats.
"rig Puh. in 2 Vols, at $50.00
New . Complete 1 V o l . Ed. Onlv $123

whaling prints, photos & maps.
Pub. at $20.00

NEW WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC
DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH

THI

LANGUAGE
Including a Dictionary ol
Synonyms and 12 supplementary rchrin'
""is.
Handsome leatherlike binding vvi
Emulated gold stamping and edges, hi at
R*otbands
«
bil> at $39 95
O n l y $12.98

BAY: A PICTORIAL
FRANCISCO
MARITIME HISTORY By J.H. Kemble Pro-

THE GREAT PYRAMID: ITS SECRETS AND
MYSTERIES REVEALED By P. Smyth. Illus.
Fascinating vol. describes the architecture and
construction of the Great Pyramid at Cheops.
Facsimile of a beautiful, rare 1880 vol.
Special Value Only $4.98

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Bound and stamped in simulated brown leather
and gold.
Extra Special Value Only $ 1.98

THE RUNNER'S ALMANAC Weekly log
sheets and monthly performance charts,
nutritional advice, training advice, tips, etc.
Only $2.98

SAN

fusely illus. maritime history of the vessels and
ports around the Bay and on the rivers incl. the
lower reaches of Sacramento anil San Joaqu.n
from before American conquest to presen

Pub. at $10.00

THE BOOK OE THE AMERICAN M1
Beautifully illus. with drawings. Pa,nl" *t'
engravings, historical maps, documentary

prints, woodcuts, others.
Rib. at $'22.50

Onlv $ 10.98

AN ILLUSTRATED HISCALIFORNIA:
TORY By T.H. Watkins. Over 300 Illus., re
creates the history of California in a vibrant
way never before attempted. Orig. Puh. at $25.00

Only $ 10-98

plus MANY MANY MORE
at savings up to 80%

a

Blairsd^suc

tin in D«--

i
*>l

Complete guide to the fascinating and charm
ing rnmantie tales and superstitions, inner
'ling elves. fairrs. trolls, gnomes, tlwarK
<>th<«r little people. Facsimile of a fare
'
volume
Super Value Only $3.98
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FRANCISCO By T. Pug'' °vt'r
.
t utor Photos. Gorgeous full color ce ' >r<1

San

.V

"t "the Paris of the West /"
Extra Value Import Only $5

THIS LIVING EARTH 114 Full Color Photos
takes you on a fantastic journey through nature
that might otherwise have been overlooked.
Orig. Pub. at $ 17.50
New, Complete Ed. Only $5.98

GHOST TRAILS TO CALIFORNIA: A PIC
TORIAL JOURNEY FROM THE ROCKIES
TO THE GOLD COAST 150 Full Color Photos
filled with diary excerpts, traces and
photographs the steps of the brave emigrants
who trekked across the desolate Nevada deserts
and rugged Rockies.
Orig. Pub. at $20.00
New, Complete Ed. Only $7.98

WEBSTER'S COLOR ATLAS OF THE
WORLD Hundreds of Maps& Illus. All in Full
Color. Loads of info, about the world we live
in.
Extra Value Import Only $7.98
Collector s Items: THE LIMERICK Over 1700
bawdy, uncensored limericks in this giant
collection.
Orig. Pub. at $35.00
New, Complete Ed. Only $6.98

Recent Arrivals
back

ngs toward

N"WV:a"ingrirfRi"lland'S
UOPthewanderers

1978

G«na

• •.

50 WONDERS OF TUTANKHAMEN 50 Full
Color Illus. The extraordinary beauty of the
golden treasures and artifacts from the ancient
tomb of Egyptian Pharaoh, I utankhamen. Re
productions of the treasured relics that are now
making a triumphant tour of American
Sensational Value Only $8.98
museums.
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UOP was represented recently in
the academic College Bowl Regional
Championship tourney by none other
than: The Space Monkeys.
Although the Monkeys, who were
Admission is $1 for the confer-1
sponsored by the University Center
Programs Council, did not win the ence which concludes about 4 p.m.
regional title, they gave at least one
team a little competition.
Taft Seminar
They were defeated narrowly by
The youth in this country must|
the University of Nevada at Las
be convinced that they have
Vegas with a score of 165 to 130.
"proprietary interest" in theirl
However, the team did not do as well
government, according to Gulilornial
against Stanford. They lost with a
Congressman
James Corman D- Los|
score of 155 to 450.
Angeles.
Grace Covell residents Ray
Corman, chairman of thi
White (captain), Nels Sandberg, Mike
Democratic Congressional Campaignl
Murphy, Bob Uebel and Mike S.
Moore are The Space Monkeys, who Committee and a member ot thef
powerful Ways and Means Commit
defeated three other teams at a UOP
tee, was at UOP Saturday for a |
tourney held in January.
banquet.
The Space Monkeys were the first
The event was to honor educators I
team to be sent to College Bowl
and
political leaders who have beenj
regionals by UOP, and their coach
involved'
in the Robert A. Tatt In-1
Stephen Vella accompanied them to
stitute
seminars
at UOP in recent|
the Stanford tourney.
years. The political science depar
tment also helped arrange the dinner
Environmental Forum
which was held at the Pacitic Club.
The Environmental Law Forum
The Taft seminar will be heldj
of UOP's McGeorge School of Law is
this year, for the third time at UOP,
I sponsoring a one-day conference from June 18 to '29. The locus is on|
Saturday on environmental issues.
acquainting elementary and secon
The program will begin at 8:30 dary educators with the role ol
I a.m. with an address by Dr. Herman
government and politics in our|
Kraybill, Scientific Coordinator for
society.
Environmental Cancer at the

*\

s

*
*

National Cancer Institute.
Other issues to be discussed arc!
pesticides, returnable containers and!
deposit legislation, endangered!
species, California water rights and|
energy conservation.

CHRISTINE METCALF
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Space Monkeys
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ually peaks in one tp
hen fades over twott

helps to assure increased scholarship
assistance for students, enables UOP
to underwrite the cost of library acquisitions and various equipment for
departments, and helps pay the expenses such as water, postal and electricity costs.
Last year's annual campaign
reached $1.4 million from 2942 contributors, including alumni, parents
and corporations.

News Notes

GIFT BOOK SALE

yon are a smoker. ;

characteristic obsen

The campaign, which has a new
image, a new look and a new name—
Pacific Fund, rather than the old
title, Annual Fund, accounts for
about five percent of UOP's annual'
operating budget.
Pacific Fund Director Davei
Catherman is pleased with the
amount of $205,000 collected for the
fund so far this year, especially since
"the capital campaign (Fund for a
Greater Pacific) has snagged many of
the large donors."
Catherman attributes the success
of the fund drive to "a lot of work in
telling the story of the fund."
Phone calls, personal visits,
mailed brochures, pamphlets (some
of which'feature students) and fullpage advertisements and inserts in
the "Pacific Review" are some of the
ways Catherman communicates with
potential donors.
"Every college has some sort of
giving program...we wanted to
communicate that this Pacific Fund
is different. It should be different for
those that know Pacific," said
Catherman.
"The name change gives the
fund personality. It builds pride and
is helping to strengthen our in
stitution as a form of higher
education.
"We are anxious in building
identity in parents, foundations and
corporations and we want to inten
sify our presence on the campus so
that the faculty and students will
value and appreciate the importance
of this work."
The purpose of raising money for
the Pacific Fund is to meet the "gap"
that is produced after the projected
operating budget and actual expen
ditures have been calculated.-.1H , ,
Catherman says UOP has this
"gap" where other • schooluidon't

because "at most universities, you
have a major endowment fund that
has been accumulated over the
years."
UOP's fund has been drained
from the moves the university has
made from its founding place in San
Francisco to San Jose and then to
Stockton, he said.
Besides helping to balance the
university's budget, the Pacific Fund

Joseph Heller (author of Catch 22)...GOOD AS GOLD

ThePacV?aci,icar

Stockton
Decay and death of disco
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By Joe Annotti
Pacifican Staff Writer

Disco, that most remarkable
phenomena in American music,
(well, I guess you could call it music)
is finally fading. Thank God. After
nearly two years of total dominance
of the American Culture, both
musically and socially, the everpresent downbeat and commercial
slickness of the disco scene is fast
becoming a thing of the past.

The Bay Area Repertory Dance Theatre, will perform here tonight at 9:00 p.m. in Long Theater.
Admission is free to ASUOP cardholders and $ 1.00 for the general public.

'79 Academy Award predictions
By Scott Cherney
l'acifican Staff Writer

The Academy Awards never live
up lo our expectations. We are con
tinually disappointed by the selection
of winners (not to mention the
nominations themselves) just because
our own personal favorites weren't
victorious. The other reason is that
we still believe that the Oscars are
given to those who justifiably deserve
them. Alas, that is not always the
case.
We forget, or are just not aware
of the sentimental and financial
aspects that lurk behind the scenes
which become major factors in selec
ting
both contenders and winers
alike. Both of these points symbolize
the attitudes of the American film in

dustry.
The sentimental angle peeks its
misty-eyed head in the door when a
nominee is either A) seriously ill, B)
passed away, C) has made a
comeback after being on the skids or
having recovered from ill health, or
D) all of the above. The Academy
likes to hand out Oscars to these
folks. It helps to clear their conscien
ces and gives them a sense of
purification.
Financially, the studios push
their nomir ited '"eturcs extensively
in the trade papers (VARIETY, et al)
which is quite a gamble. The payoff
lor this results in millions returned in
box office receipts for the Best Picture
winner.
Keeping those points in mind, 1

now offer my own Academy Award
predictions for this year while giving
the explanations behind them.
BEST PICTURE The winner is. . . T H E
DEER HUNTER

The Academy probably doesn't
remember
AN
UNMARRIED
WOMAN, since it was released too
early last year and doesn't stay as
fresh in the mind as the others.
MIDNIGHT EXPRESS won't stand
much of a chance due to its theme.
The conservatives in the Academy
also will look over COMING HOME.
HEAVEN CAN WAIT could grab it,
but the fact that it's a remake works
against it. THE DEER HUNTER is
too powerful to ignore. If it loses, it
(See page 5, col. 3)

In a year from now disco will be
a novelty and in five years, nostalgia.
Our children will have "disco dan
ces" to remember the 70s much the
same way we have sock hops to
remember and re-live the 50s.
Like rock and roll, disco began as
a fad. Unlike rock and roll, disco
never outgrew its fad stage and now,
slowly, it must face its own ob
solescence. Rock grew and became
one of the strongest forces in music
because it had room to develop.
There are no patterns of rock and
roll; no guidelines or outlines. It is as
free and diverse as the individuals
who creates it. One can find very few
similarities between the music of
Kansas
and
that
of
Bruce
Springsteen—except that it is all rock
and roll.
Disco, on the other hand,
promotes no diversification. Is there
such a thing as good or bad disco,
and if there is, how do you tell? What
is the difference between a song by
Donna Summer and Gloria Gaynor
other than a few technical tricks ad-

Southside Johnny and ^
The Asbury Jukes

l'acifican Staff Writcr

If audience reaction is any in
dication of the quality of a concert,
then the appearance of alto
saxophonist Phil Woods and his quarU't in the Conservatory Friday night
na as a disaster.
Fortunately,
however, those who chose not to be
rude and staved lor all of Woods' set
were rewarded with a full hour of
I lawless, consistently high quality
jazz.
"Acoustic improvised American
.music" is how Woods himself defines
•his particular genre; this can include
Originals In Woods or pianist Mike
Melillo, as well as jazz standards
Irom over the years, adapted to fit the
quartet's unique improvisational
style.
Explaining the microphones on
stage
as "for the radio" only, Woods
%
and his band, which includes Melillo
on piano, Steve Cilmore on string
.bass, and Bill Goodwin on drums,
.launched into an evening of acoustic
•which was energetic yet restrained,
improvised yet structured, and

Woods was clearly the leader of
the group, introducing each tune
with a solo around the theme;
however, he was also a member of the
quartet, stepping to the side of the
stage to allow ample breathing room
for each of the other members to ex
plore his own musical territory.
It is this ability to mesh suc
cessfully with a combo which
distinguishes a truly great musician
from the rest of the pack. The mem
bers of Woods' current rhythm sec
tion have certainly learned how to
mesh; each has played with a number
of prominent band leaders, including
Sonny Rollins, Thad Jones and Mel
Lewis, Stan Getz, Toshiko Akiyoshi,
and Freddie Hubbard. Woods him
self has combo and studio credits
ranging from work with Dizzy
Gillespie to back-up sax on Billy
Joel's "Just The Way You Are."
fn concert, Woods played with
ease and grace, neither laboring over
the notes nor contriving superfluous
material. His tone and phrasing were
immaculate, and his playing always

: I

possessed a clear sense of direction.
Behind him, Melillo, who has
had little formal training on piano,
quietly dropped chords, never
stealing the attention from Woods,
yet never hiding behind him.
Gilmore and Goodwin worked
well as a unit, backing the other two,
while always creating new sounds.
When they took solos, generally in
the middle of each tune, their im
provisational skills proved excep
tional; never repeating themselves,
each man always knew when to quit.
Unfortunately, a substantial por
tion of the audience did not avail
themselves of some of the finest music
to hit the campus this year. Many
audience
members,
including
President McCaffrey in his con
spicuous orange blazer, took the op
portunity to leave after a lengthy set
by the UOP Jazz Band.
Opening the show, the Jazz Band
played a largely disappointing and
redundant show. Their 90-minute set
included mainly charts that have
been heard before from the band,
some of them as recently as last fall
when Carmen McCrae played on the
same stage.
Jazz Band Director Tony Kissane
somewhat presumptuously attached
his name to seven of the band's twelve
tunes, only three of which were ac
tually originals (the rest were his
"arrangements," a fact which was
not made clear on the program).
The Jazz Band's performance
was not without merit, however;
vocalist Brenda Boston turned in
exquisite performances on three
numbers, and . many of the band's
soloists also shone.
Next time,
however, a shorter, more lively
program without so many ballads
would make for a more interesting
opening act.

Phil Woods and his hand disappointed many jazz enthusiasts at
his March 2 concert in the Conservatory auditorium.

Photo by Ann Miyoshi
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By Joe Annotti
With the release of their third
album. "Hearts of Stone" Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes have
!.:!,.:: .1 xlig!,!!;. different direction in
their musical style.
Unlike the
previous two albums, "Hearts of
Stone" concentrates primarily on
rock and roll — gutsy, driving rock
and roll to be specific — rather than
the usual New jersey R & B standards
of the past. Southside is undoubtedly
trying to expand his audience by this
change, for although the Jukes first
two albums were critically accepted
they never made it to the million
dollar bash of platinum sales.
"Hearts of Stone" explodes with
the burning "Got To Be a Better Way
Home" and that initial flame stays
red hot through-out the album.
Southside and the Jukes roar through
such rockers as "Take It Inside" and
"Trapped Again" while handling the
ballad and blues cuts just as easily.
The album is arranged beautifully
with a perfect balance from cut to
cut.
Perhaps the most important con
tributions to the album are made by
Steve Van Zandt. Not only did Van
Zandt produce, arrange and mix the
disc, he also played rhythm guitar
and wrote all but two of the nine
songs (those two being written by
Bruce Springsteen, no slouch him
self).
Van Zandt's technical work is
flawless. He knows Southside, he
knows music, and he knows the effect
he wants — a classy, brassy, Eastern
sound thai can be reproduced on
stage. The Asbury Jukes are a stage
band and they play wjth an enormous
amount of intensity and precision —
the same degree with which Van
Zandt produces. The brass rhythm,
and guitar sections are mixed skin
tight and the entire album is a
showcase for the best instrument in
the band — Southside Johnny's in
credible voice.
Many of the riffs on "Hearts of
Stone" are borrowed, polished, and

(See page 5, col. 6)
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The rap on rock and roll is that is
't
cant hp
be danced
danceu to while with disco
,,

'aridly'
The e-n)

you can burn up the floor a
night—don't believe it!! Granted, > <>
probably can't do the Hustle to
"Mystery Dance," but then again
could you ever go completely crazy

public

pocket

listening to the Bee Gee s?
Rock and roll must be felt on the
inside.
The music relies on raw
energy and this energy cannot be
released in the formalized, directed
steps of say, the Bump. The energy
must be released and not channele i.
You have to jump and swing and yell,
or sit back, relax and contemplate.
Rock and roll can have many dif
ferent aspects—disco but one.
The world of disco as depicted in
the movies is one of glamour, vice
and mystery, three things people can
easily be sold on. In fact, disco lacks
inventiveness, creativity and diver
sity. It is a shallow, one-dimensional
brand of music that can't expect to
last in a multi-dimensional society.
Disco has served it's purpose. It s
short lifespan is nearly over while
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Mountain Magic Exhibit — U.Center Gallery
Regular
Hours
Friday Prayers for Muslim Students — Chapel: 12:30-4:00
p.m.
Modern Dance Performance — Long Theatre — 2:00 p.m.
ASUOP Film — "Julia" — U.Center Theatre — 6:00 &
9:00 p.m.
Jr. Piano Recital — Ella Uhi — Conservatory Auditorium
— 7:00 p.m.
Drama Play — Equus — Studio Theatre — 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 10
COP Day — Campus — 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
LKS — OTC AvvarefTPSs Booth
ASUOl Film
Julia — U. Center Theatre — 6:00 &
9:00 p.m.
Drama Play — Equus — Studio Theatre — 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 11
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'Hearts of Stone'
{Cont. from page 4)

concert
Vfark T a n n e r B a n d will appear
f ncert on Saturday, March 17 at
% pi. in the Conservatory.
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V' that WaS released January
find is currently no. 160 on the
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John and Harrr
y, a musical
twosome that
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guitar, and mandolin will appear in
concert in the RatKskellar ^J
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C
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gn Wednesday, March 14 at
00 p.m., Dan Morrow, a young
!c,ass A" and widely experienced
j player will present a 45 minute
^ibition which includes trick shots
\|shooting techniques. He will also
, v 3-ball with the 1st place winner
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Same

ing "a Bob Welch type of rock
fj r0n;- has an album titled "No

' re-worked, some of them obviously
so. For this reason it is not a brilliant
album. It does however have that
certain undefined quality of heart
and soul — ten men grinding out rock
and rollas hard as the can, and that
never gets old.
For this reason
"Hearts of Stone" is a very good
album.
To be fully appreciated
"Hearts of Stone" requires three
things: A few friends, a gallon of
kamikazes, and lots and lots of
volume.

The UOP Drama Department presents "Equus," the story of a 17-year-old boy that has blinded
six horses with a steel spike. The play will run March 9 and 10 and March 15 through 17. Perfor
mances begin at 8:00 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.

^n

Rath7^!!6^111 'S co"sPonsored by The
' hskellar Entertainment Commit
tee and ASUOP.

Pacifican
Publications Board

Photo by Ann Miyoshi
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Academy Award predictions

BEST DIRECTOR The winner
(Cont. from page 4)
is...Michael Cimino (DEER HUNwill
be
due
to
its
over-length.
JjlpOP's 3-Ball Tourney.
'.
T
ER)
BEST ACTOR The winner is...Jon
It generally comes with Best Pic
Voight (COMING HOME)
ture.
Gary Busey ( T H E B U D D Y
BEST SONG The winner is . . . L A S T
HOLLY STORY) is young and a first
At T h e T i g h t F i t , 120 N. Hunter
DANCE
(THANK
GOD
IT'S
The Recreation committee is
time nominee so, while it makes no
St., enjoy The Boogie Brothers Band.
F
R
I
D
A
Y
)
nsoring the second annual "elecsense, he misses out, as does Brad
See S k y C r e e k , The B r i c k W o r k s
It's high time the Academy got
ironic game giveaway" in the games
Davis (MIDNIGHT EXPRESS). The
411 N. Hunter St.
on the disco bandwagon, and what
pooih.
Beginning March 12, the
A
c
a
d
e
m
y
g
a
v
e
R
o
b
e
r
t
D
e
N
i
r
o
(
D
E
E
R
H o p k i n s C h o i c e will be perfor
lietter way?
HUNTER) an award already and
ming at Stuart Anderson's Black
games room attendant will be recor
BEST FOREIGN FILM The winner
ding the five highest scores on one of
they
don't
like
him
much
anyway.
Angus Restaurant, 2605 W. March
is...GET OUT 10UR HANKERLaurence Olivier (BOYS FROM
l),Ppinball games thru and including
Lane.
C
H
IEFS
BRAZIL) will receive a special award
March 25. These five will then enter
T h e H o l i d a y I n n , 221 N. Center,
Since this French film is the most
that night as it is, so he's out of it.
layoff competition which consists of
will feature 3 In.The Morning.
popular
of the bunch, it's probably
That leaves Voight and actually,
the
only
one
the Academy is familiar
deservedly so.
with.
BEST ACTRESS The winner
As far as the other'awards go,
is...lngrid Bergman (AUTUMN
well, they tend to have a bit more
SONATA)
credibility than the major prizes do.
Bergman has announced her
The technical categories (writing,
retirement from films, due to poor
asset to Warner Bros. He is also
Subtle payola: The Pointer Sisters
film editing, cinematography, etc.)
health, so she's a shoo-in, even though
totally Hollywood; it's a shame that
are ^elected and voted upon by those
•prov ided a prominent regional AM
1/10 of the Academy saw the film.
the former Scotsman has put down
radio station with a copy of their
who work in those specific fields and,
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR The
new roots altogether. It seems that a
fire" smash hit altered to include a
therefore, allows for credence.
winner is Jack Warden ( H E A V E N
convenient and tidy tax shelter
Anybody and everybody in the
reference to the call letters of that
CAN WAIT)
became a lucrative, luxurious, home,
Academy can vote for Best Picture,
station. By the way, that 45 single,
This is easy.
Warden wins
love and lifestyle, and it has
including Irwin Allen's proctologist.
when played at 33 RPM, sounds a
because everybody knows him.
smothered for all time the rare magic
I'll just wait and see who gets what.
!dead wringer for Bruce Springsteen,
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS The
of the last true rock balladeer and
On April 9, you will discover the
who happens to be the composer.
wi n n e r i s . . . M a u r e e n S t a p l e t o n ( I N 
romancier.
a
n
s
w
er to question, "AM I RIGHI
Remarkable. But would you believe
TERIORS)
ORAM I WRONG?"
that Flvis' LP v ersion of "Love Me
Ditto.
At his finest moments, (and he
Tender," played at 45 RPM, sounds
had many), Stewart s vocal-lyric
|just like a certain ex-Stone Ponies lead
chemistry touched, ically touched,
I female singer with initials LR?
like no other. He could make one feel
love whom never has been in it, or
• Q: When Cher is, well, you know,
hurt from a broken heart without
Theatres
;trith Gene Simmons of Kiss is he
ever having had one. He like no other
|;wearing his make-up? 1 often won1825 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-4941
understood and conveyed the most
; der.
tender part of love and love's hurt in
a way that Barbara and Neil only
• Of all bands: The Jefferson Starship
brush upon.
• (ne Airplane), the S.F. original, seems
perhaps to be turning limey! First it
Today when the hot-shot stud
was Pete Sears on keyboards. Reccntries to be sentimental, one has to
;tlv skinner Ainslov Dunbar joined
laugh He's more at home living up
Currently the band rehearsing with
to his new reputation, singing about
• singe; Jus Rodin, another Britain,
action, and physical attraction. And
who could replace (Trace? How
I'm not hostile that someone chooses
ilxiut Mars Clavton?
to keep up with the times. Im just

Game.giveaway

for

PP§

Many of the bars in the Stockton
area offer live entertainment every
Friday and Saturday nights. There
are several local bands featured for
the upcoming weekend.

Classifieds
LOST: A TI-58 caJcutor. Has my name
"Paul Ma" scratched on the back. If found
please call 951-5759 (after 6:30 p.m.)
Reward $ 10.00.

SHARE 2 bdrm triplex. Rent $125/mo.
Split utilities, house furnished, room par
tially furnished or unfurnished. Small fen
ced yard. Pets welcome. Call Debbie at
478-9463. 4948 Greenshoro Way.

LOST: A TI-58 calculator. Has my name

ONGOING MINICOURSt.
Wav ol Life.

KCKANKAK-

"Paul 478.9463. 4948 Greensboro Way.

LER

Nofc Opp'nin by Marshall Stacks

AR
Regular

12:30-4:00

2:00 p.m.
— 6:00 &
uulitorium

p.m.

_ 6:00 &

p.m.

Stpckton,
Royal

700 S4
IMfSfL-

Technical Pen Sets
Reg. 33.00

Get this DIHlfSSQID
four p e n s e t f o r t h e
J 17.95
price of a three pen set T
^r\

GOOD GUYS
WEAR BLACK

THE BRINKS JOB
RABBIT TEST

3:00. 6:00

itory Audi-

nscrvatory

0 Hand-cars cd wooden false teeth.
is I loss ale oics iclatedr
^ I he former were worn by George
xhington, the latter written by
hederic Chopin, both of whom
stared the same birthday anniversary
two weeks ago. However, George
'honncd his cherrs blossoms at least
f'vears before George Sand relieved

fcRS/.
=1

saving that it's a shame, losing what

in.
lance H""*

Blondes Have More Recotd Sales.
BodFarrah Faucet Stewart is now a
household word, a regular feature in
'he bi-sveeklvs, and a million dollar

,ry Audito-

ter

Lyrics to live by: "I was lookin' back
to see if she was lookin'back to see if I
was lookin' back at her. -John
Mayall

Rathskellar
Entertainment

THE WICKER MAN

March 14, 9 p.m.

NIGHT OF DARK SHADOWS

March 17 8 p.m.
in UOP's Conservatory

8:15

Tickets are $ 1.00 for ASUOP cardholders

Rathskeller
Resumes, Term Papers, Thesis

„er Theatre

ASUOP Presents

,with the MARK TANNER BAND

l 100th A"
« 4:J0 6:30
tre -

"JOHN and HARRY"

An Evening of ROCK and ROLL

Theatre

Delta Typing Service
3232 N. El Dorado St.
948-2583
Corner of El Dorado and Alpine

8:00 p"1-

Within walking distance from

)Pnl, v «tory
oruerva"

PW C*il For An Appointment

(enrer

ICE CASTLES
HOUSE CALLS

we did.

diupinol his. iltey never met.

7:00 p.m-

University Hook Store
InlmwD ' enter • Stockton. ( K 95211 • t204> 446 2124

$3.00 for general admission

show opens with Mark McCullum
"a one-man

They play acoustic guitar and mandolin and are
accompanied by a guest voacalist. They tell
jokes too! Don't miss it!!

*

*

*

*

*

*

INFORMATION
BOOTH
Chess Tournament!

Single eliminination.

trophies will be awarded to 1st, 2nd, and
3rd places. Tournament sponsored-by
UCPC Recreation Committee. Monday is
the deadline for entries.

sports
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Tigers roll — win PCAA tourney
NCAA playoffs next
Bv Kevin Bartram
Pacific-all Sports Kditor

Yep, you'd better believe it—it s
for real. The UOP Tigers are playing
powerhouse Marquette University
tomorrow in Tucson in the fourth
NCAA postseason basketball tourlulment.
; No fool in'!
! This finish cannot hardly be at
tributed to luck, either. Through
aggressive, consistent playing, Pacific
took the Pacific Coast AthleticAssociation, won the PCAA tour
nament and are scheduled to meet the
second-best college team over the past
ten years. In the last decade only
UCLA sports a better winning per
centage than Marquette, who is cur
rently the 10th or 12th ranked team
iii the country, depending on which

press poll you go by.
The NCAA tourney will be a new
experience for the Tigers, but
Marquette has been there many times
before. UOP was last in the NCAA
playoffs in 1971 when they were
defeated by Long Beach State in the
opening round.
In winning their first title since
1971 and their first PCAA title, the
Tigers obviously are the underdogs as
they go into the tournament with the
lowest record (18-11) of the 40 com
peting teams. Marquette carries
21-6 record going in.
The game will be televised lo
cally at 1 p.m. on channel three and ,
as usual, will be broadcast live on
KJOY, 1280 AM.
USC and Utah State will meet
Friday, with the winner of that

USF downs dribblers
Softballers begin season
B.y Kevin Bartram
Pacifican Spurts Kditor

The UOP women's basketball
It-am wound up its 1978-79 season by
losing lo a strong US1- team, 87-57.
Soma Monroe and Karen Poets
led the Tigers with 18 points each.
Peels grabbed 14 rebounds and
Monroe pulled in eight off the boards.
Freshman Ann Ulloa added six
points.
"Considering I he make-up of the
team Ibis year, cm- played welL
commented head coach Jacy
Showers.
"We played well; consislancy, si/o and depth were our
major problems.
Showers noted that the playing of
Monroe and Poets were the major
achievements ol the Tigers 6-19
season..'The Tigers were winless in 12
conference games.
In
Meanwhile, Pacific's women's
soltball team got its 1979 season un
derwits In dropping a double-header
lo powerhouse Sacramento State. 1 I10 in the opener and 4-1 in the night
cap.
The Tigers led in the lirst game
until the sixth inning when the Hor
nets rallied to gain a lie. Sacramento
then managed to eke out a run in the

£

seventh inning to achieve the victory.
Joan Callagher, the Tiger's star
ting pitcher in the first game, went
three-for-five with one double in the
opener. Jane Shearer went two-forthree and Leanne Perez had one hit in
two batting appearances.
In the second game, Linda
1 lavashi and freshman standout Lisa
Colin paced the 'Tigers as each west
onc-for-two.
Coach Jacy Showers pointed out
that the Tigers' biggest problem is
their lack of pitching depth as they
are going to compete with only two
pitchers on the roster.
"The team is coming along very
well," coach Showers noted. "1 teel
we played smarter than Sac. State.
We played very well."
On the upcoming season,
Showers said. "We'll surprise some
people. Whether or not we can com
pete in the upper half of our division
comes down to our pitching."
The girls play at 1:30 today at
home against Stanislaus State and
then travel to Santa Clara on Mon
day. The Tigers will return home
next Thursday to meet California
Baptist at 1:30.

match-up meeting DePaul Sunday.
The victor in Sunday's game will
meet Pacific (or should I say the win
ner of the Pacific-Marquette game?)
in the western Regionals semifinals at
Provo, Utah.
o achieve the NCAA berth, the
Tigers had to beat UC-lrvine (57-52),
Long Reach State (74-69) and Utah
State (82-73) in the PCAA tourney.

rebounds in one game to set the single
game high in that category.
Also, the Tigers have gained
many honors since the end of the
season. Coach Stan Morrison has
received PCAA and Northern
California coach-of-the-year honors",
Ron Cornelius has been named PCAA
most valuable player, the league
tourney's MVP, and was named to

The first two wins marked the third
"time Pacific has beaten each team
this year, a
rather unusual
achievement.

the league's first team all-star squad;
Carney received AP honorable men
tion All-American honors, and was
named to the league's all-star squad
and the PCAA all-tourney team.
Carney, who is playing in hiskst
season as a Tiger, felt that UOP, "had
two different seasons. The first part
was shakey but we came on strong
during the second part."
Cornelius felt the Tigers "out
smarted" their league opponents this

jeff Jardi"'
head firm1'

Kevin B a r t r a m

In the tournament's champion
,xo
ship game, Pacific downed Utah
State by a decisive margin although
the final score is deceiving. The game
was tight until the final two-and-ahalf minutes when the Tigers wizzed
off ten straight free-throws. The win
was Stan Morrison's 100th career
Tiger Sophomore forward Ron
year.
victory in seven seasons at UOP.
"We may not have always sized
Cornelius has almost done it all.
Ron Cornelius, a 6-9 sophomore
up physically, but mentally we beat a
With two years in college to go, that s
forward and everybody's all-star,
lot of teams," the big forward com
an accomplishment.
won the tourney's Most Valuable
In 1977-78, as a freshman at
mented.
Player honors as he scored 59 points
Both men agree that UOP has its
Pacific, Ron set the school record for
and grabbed 26 rebounds in the three
toughest assignment coming up as
field goal percentage with a .592
games. (For more on Big Ron, see the
they prepare to meet Marquette.
mark (129-218), as he started every
adjacent article.)
"It'ss definitely be our toughest
game.
Going even further back, UOP
game all year," Cornelius stated.
In 1978-79, the congenial, lanky
had to prove something in league
"Physically, the guys aren't that
Santa Ana native was second in the
play to gain the number one seed in
much bigger than us and we've just
PCAA in rebounds arid fourth in free
the PCAA tournament. In case you
got to keep the national TV thing in
throw percentage. He shot 67 % from
haven't heard, the Tigers tore the
the back of our heads. We'll have to
the floor and 93% from the line. The
league apart with a 13-3 record,
be very prepared."
6-9 business major averaged 14.9
ranked third in defense and fifth in
Carney agreed, "I expect a real
points per game in the game in the
offense in the league.
Pacifictough game. They don't really have
Tigers' title winning season.
specialized in free-throw shooting as
much more height, maybe the more
And honors! Ron has won nearly
they paced the PCAA with a .727
experience against better teams will
all the awards a player in the PCAA
mark from the line. The Tigers also
help.
could.
Pacific Coast Athletic
ranked second in rebounding, as
"We've gone too far by believing
Association
player of the year, PCAA
Cornelius was second in the league in
and we're not going to stop now,"
tournament
most valuable player,
this category with 250 rebound's in
T.C. confidently stated.
PSA—PCAA
player
of the week, and
26 games for a 9.6 average.
So now, the UOP Tigers, who
all-league
honors
were
some of Ron's
While dwelling on statistics,
were rated no higher than fifth in Pre"S||
achievements
for
the
1978-79
season.
there are a feV more notable facts;
season PCAA predictions find them "
Teammate
Terence
Carney
calls
Senior Terence 'Carney was fifth in
selves facing one of the all-time'**
Cornelius "the best player in the con
scoring'16 theTCAA with a 16.1
greatest basketball schools in the
ference." Carney added, "He's the
average. Terence was also ranked
NCAA tournament.
best big man I've ever played with.
fifth in assists. Rick Paulson (.947)
Not a bad accomplishment for
and Matt McGuire (.944) paced the
Ron's got a couple of great years
not a bad group of guys.
PCAA in free throw percentage in
ahead."
Who cares about reporter
league play. The Tigers are 2-4 in
Assistant coach Dick Fichtner
bias—good luck, Tigers and, though
Neaa post-season play going back to
claims, "His play does not surprise us
you can't read this, we're all with
1966. Carney had the season-high
at all.
He was outstanding as a
you.
game total of 28 points (vs. UC-Santa
freshman and matured from the ex
Barbara).
Corneliuis grabbed 28
perience."
Fichtner's raves continued, "Ron
is continuing to improve. His poten
tial is as yet untapped. He was good
in high school, better in college and
he's still going to get better and bet
ter."

Tiger Cornelius reaps i

Tigers start March
on losing note
By Bob Lavenstein
Pacifican Sports Writer

Photo by Ann Miyoshi

Heavy-duty practice in an off-week for the UOP lacrosse club

Lacrosse club beaten by UCSB
A
f
•J
J

j
J
J
•
«

J
J

The UOP lacrosse club lost this
week's game to defending state
champions UC-Santa Barbara, 16-7
at Stanford University.
The Gauchos had just come off of
a decisive victory over the Stanford
Cardinals. Despite being highly outclassed by the Gauchos, the Tigers
put on a strong showing. Coach Bob
Knox stated, "I was immensly impressed with the performance of our
team. We scored more goals on them
than anyone else this season."
'The Gauchos offense came on
strong and proved to be overwhelming for the developing Tiger
defense. However, for the first time

this season, the Tiger defense began
to have success with clears. Led by
star midfielder Hank O'Dougherty,
the UOP offense put on a strong
showing, having great success against
the strong Gaucho defense. Both
O'Dougherty and Greg Zatman
scored a pair of goals with goals also
scored by Ace Cresenzo, Chris
Harkins and Dan Wishingrad, his
st career score.
Pacific's next home game will be
March 25 when they will take on the
California Bears. Game time is 1:00
on the field at the northwest corner of
the campus (adjacent to the tennis
courts). The Tigers have no games
this week.

The Tiger baseball team opened
the month of March on a disheart
ening note by bowing to the St.
Mary's Gaels 4-2 on Friday, March 2.
The following day, the same two
teams split a doubleheader, with the
Gaels walking away in the opener to
a 10-1 victory and UOP taking the
nightcap, 4-1.
On March 6, UOP traveled to
Santa Clara and split a doubleheader
with the defending NCBA cham
pions, winning the first game 2-1 on
an excellent pitching performance by
Rich Leahy and dropping the second
contest 8-5. The week's results leave
UOP's league record at 5-8, and the
Tigers maintain two more triumphs
for an overall 7-8 mark.
St. Mary's won the month-opener
by scoring four runs in the first three
innings off starter Rich Leahy. The
stalwart righthander settled down af
ter a one-out third inning triple and
went the distance without surren
dering another basehit. The Tiger hit
attack proved to be less threatening
to St. Mary's than the cloud-covered
skies. UOP scored once in the bottom,
of the first inning on Stan Rogers' run
scoring ground ball into center field,
and the Tigers got their final tally in
the ninth inning.
At Moraga, the next day, the
Gaels walloped the Tigers in the
opener of a twinbill by scoring 10
runs on 11 hits. Starter Dan Swanson
lasted only 2A of an inning, surren
dering four unearned runs. In the
second game, Dave Bevilaqua pit
ched the full seven innings and only
permitted one run on four hits. The
Tigers crossed the plate four times on
three hits and fifteen bases on balls.
Firstbaseman Steve Trevino

parked a sixth inning home run to
open the scoring. Rob Brzezinski
walked in the ninth, stole second
base, and scored on Rogers' single. In
the bottom of the ninth, the Broncos
scored once and loaded the bases with
two down. But Pitcher Leahy got the
next hitter on a called strike to close
victory by the score of 2-1.
Dan Swanson started the second
game, and got bombed for four runs
including a double and a homer in
one inning.
The Broncos scored
another run in the next inning off
Howie Detmar to take a 5-0 advan
tage.
UOP came back and scored five
runs in the fifth inning to tie the game
at 5-5. Firstbaseman Mark Stephens
led off the inning with a bloop single
to right. Will Lymos then stroked a
hard ground ball through the right
side. Steve Green was hit by a pitch
to load the bases and a balk scored
Stephens and moved the runners to
second and third. Following two
outs, Greg Plant lined a single to
right scoring two more runs. Rogers
grounded a single to left field and
catcher Walter Poole walked to load
the bases. Centerfielder Roy Gaebel
hit a hard shot into the right centerfield hole to drive in the Tigers'
fourth and fifth runs.
The Broncos scored three un
earned runs in the sixth inning to
break the deadlock and take the 8-5
win. The runs were scored without a
basehit, on two errors and three
walks issued by Detmar and reliever
Bill Warner.
UOP takes their 5-8 NCBA
record to San Jose on Friday and will
return home on Saturday to host the
Spartans in a doubleheader. The
twinbill will start at 12:00 at Billy
Hebert Park.

Coach Fichtner also made note
of Ron's aggressive play, "He leads
through example and hard play on
the court. Ron is positive towards his
teammates and his fierce competitiveness inspires others.

Sports Edit,
"Ron's constant aggressive
really contagious," Fichtner stafe I
"When you see that big, gangly] '
go up a.id light lor the rebound]
can't help but feel inspired."
Ron himself is very modest
his accomplishments. He gives a
to his teammates and coach Morri
for his success.
"Terence is my catalyst,
great shooting, big smile,
whooping inspires me a lot.
nelius noted with a tone ofj
miration.
Of coach Morrison, B
nothing but compliments,
great all the way around, both0114
He's why 11
off the court.
here—he's very smart, he knows
game and uses his players lot
highest of their ability . He knows!

J

team."
The tall, soft-spoken [oral
who comes across as everybody's!
guy, in a sincere way, gives a loitf
the credit tor his plm irig ahililytol
high school JV coach in Fresno.t
was third siring as a freshman.|
couldn't walk and chew
He just pushed me and made 1
work—of course, my varsity <
had a lot to do witli my improving
did coach Morrison," Corneliussai
Ron looks for a great teami
next couple years for Pacific,
tough losing a great shooter li
Terence but we'll be great next yen
Ron noted.
With a guy like Ron Com
playing for the Tigers. UOP1
help but be competitive in the'
two years.
But, even if by
miracle, the Tigers don't place#1
the next couple of seasons, they'
still be graced by the big f°nvi'
winning attitude.
J
If winning depended on 1
the Thiers would not lose nest ^

Tennis team comes
up short on weekend
By Greg Smith
Pacifican Sports Writer

The men's tennis team played in
three tough matches last weekend
After beating Santa Clara 6-2 on
Friday, they were clobbered 9-0 by
Nevada-Reno on Saturday. In a dual
match on Sunday against U.C.Riverde the men s team lost 7-2 while the
UOP women steam won by the iden
tical score ot 7-2.
'
menAfter failing to vyin ev
en one set
against
Nevada-Reno
Coach
against Navada-Reno.
q u i t eal e s s o nf r o m R e n
t:?* >"!
weren't ready („
im.hnt

o

wf?™"1*
w i . d
haV'e to

.cr

ma

, .

'

ney

Graham added, "Out of is
^ played only 3 g„od sets TK
^
tells
the story right there " Thf th
w«re turned in bv Ch
, , ree sets
Rack and Murray Wiis,™
' Ml
centration thaUeR^™',*' "'e
Beno came back as xa?1 against
B«yd,
George King, Rill
Back and Chris
all p)a
,
X
Wel1 even though
they lost.
came backtowriuh?

'irSt set «-3

on ™
to watch for foot-faults
serve. Graham said. "Just by C J
two or three foot Ian1 •
George's concentration an
the third set 6-1."
. (
The only victories l"r ' l.,i
were in doubles where Boyd i'n ^
Sikeotis won 6-2, 6-3 and by
bydeW
and Bill Smith, who won
after 1
The women's team.
^|;l
shellacked by Stanford, 'he ®|j
one team in the nation lasH. j
things turned around by
C
U.C.Riverside and Foe,(lull J' pel
Riverside.
Against
DuHainel played extrenj 1
winning 6-3, 6-2 as did Bee
while losing in but three»e setssaid'
Coach Graharri
women have been pla>
dously." Foothill is a reaA,el^
and we probably would |
*
week ago but Debbie
an"
crushed her opponent
in
Ford was overw,,helin f;rf'i
:n# fj
allowing her opponent a s ^ pen'
It was a /ery strong
mance."
lay"
The women's tea'11 ru
T° ,0J
Sacramento State
weekend and is then looki^ 1
U.C-D*
a dual match with
March 16.
r
afte
The men's team
din?
Davis, will be compe fir
Fresno Quitagom 1 with
Valley
Fresno State, West
Gal Stale Fullcrton.

1
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Pacific School of
Religion — educating
women and men at the
graduate level for
Christian ministry in the
church and elsewhere.
Write: Rev. Barbara Roche
Dean of Students
1798 Scenic Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 848-0528

postcard

nuc'ear

Tisha Mad,^ (Freshman, School of
look L renj7mySe,fin Semite.

auerase cnooK. 7he owty 7)jiruA I -fouiui wqi
ftv/ /^reNts vwert out SoO
^^

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

Drink of the Week
SYM's Yellow Monkey

@

Once again the SYM brings you
excitement
for the upcoming warmth
OTopict,
filled days of spring. This thirst
RS. HoprMij The hertalfe1w\Twill be better
quencher was discovered by an
anonymous tipster.
SYM, through their indulgences
at a Stockton landmark, the
Maverick Queen, discovered this
drink recently.
From the blender pours a white
blanket of frosty slush, smothering
chemicals they contain are too harsh the glass which holds it firm. The
Insecticides, at least the commer
and will cause severe damage to plant Yellow Monkey tastes so sweet it's
cial types, require real care in their
destined to be part of the feminist
foliage.
use. One must always remember that
movement.
There
are
a
number
of
active
insects like people are animals and
However, beware of the "Yellow
ingredients
in
common
insecticides,
assume that anything that kills insec
Snow"
by not forgetting the creme,
but the most common in current use
ts will likely be harmful to people
for
the
"Yellow Snow" must be
are probably pyrethrins and rotenone
also.
prepared
to appear virgin white. Af
which when used in combination are
Never spray plants in your room,
ter
all,
the
SYM does have its stan
effective against most of the insects I
take them outside and when you
dards.
described last week.
finish, wash up; most insecticides will
For those of you who prefer not k
Recipe
be absorbed through the skin and are
to use chemical insecticides, there are
1 oz. Liquer Galliano
just as dangerous in this case as if
some things you can use against these
1 oz. Creme de Banana
they were inhaled.
pests also. For light infestations im
2 oz. cream
Most commercial insect sprays
mersion in soapy water with a
crushed ice
have some sort of hydrocarbon base
thorough washing of leaves and stems
usually referred to as petroleum
is often effective.
distillate on the label.
These
Around the Worlds
Be sure to rinse the plant off after
chemicals act as wetting agents
this treatment. The soap acts as a
allowing the insecticide to penetrate
wetting agent again and the washing
the often waxy or hairy protective
should dislodge most of the insects.
covering on the insects.
For more serious problems a mixture
For people living in dorms and
of nicotine and soapy water works
apartments it is probably easiest to
well.
purchase and use a spray can of in

A representative
will be on the campus

The Plant Doctor

>rne|j•us

jeff Jardine (Senior, COP) Place my
head firmly between my legs and kiss
my
goodbye.

Edi t0r :j

Mario Castaneda (Sophomore, School
of Bus.) I'll spend time with my
family living life to the fullestthere's no use surviving it or you'll be
alone. I 11 say goodbye to everyone.
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Rebel Rickensrud (Senior, COP)

I'd

start spending money: use all the
credit 1 possibly could and buy all

smart. he knows the
his players to the
ihility. He knows his

Manuel Silva (Maintenance) I enjoy
everything around here...and yes, I
would like to stay here for the rest of
my days working with maintenance.
I'm Head Supervisor of Carpentry.
I've been here since 1967 and they've
treated me right.

secticide for house plants (Ortho has
one). This allows you to avoid messy
mixing and application associated
with dry or bottled-liquid sprays.
Be sure the spray you use is
suitable for house plants, household
roach and ant killers are not, the

This Coupon is Good For
ONE FREE GAME
Limit : On* Par Customer Per Dsy

Featuring over 60 different exciting
Amusement Games and Pinball Machines

U.O.P.

expires April 15

Interviews may be scheduled at

Placement Office

AMERICAN

GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

Fall 1979

ATTENTION:
PHARMACY STUDENTS

ONE FULL YEAR S

FREE

Rvslinge (Senior, School of
Crash out on a beach in
Hawaii:
enjoying myself with a
drink in hand, watching it all go...

Bus.)

four continents while
earning a full semester of
r credit. Professors are from
_ leading American Universities.
Completely accredited by the Univer
sity of Colorado.

SUBSCRIPTION

Planning
Ahead
A monthly newsletter of
financial news and ideas!
Mail this coupon to:
Planning Ahead
4 1 Yo k u t s S u i t e 2 1 2
Stockton, CA 95207

Birgitte

like Hon Cornelius
Tigers, UOP cannot
npetitive in the next
it, even if by sonw
IT'S don't place well«
of seasons, they will
I>v the big forwards

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
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I've ever wanted. I'd get all my
favorite companions together, get in
a jet, and take-off. I'm not going out
in a whimper, in other words.

around, both on and
He's why | CJ

n|t s|M>ken forwarj
»s .is every body's nice
r way, gives a lot of
! •' •v "H». fhilits tnhij
I ".h li in Fresno. "I
i as a Ireshman. I
ul rliesv bubble gum,.
1 ne anil made me
•. inv varsity toad®
v itli my improving!
son," Cornelius saidj
n a great team in the
is lor Pacific. "Itis
great shooter like
II be great next year,';!

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of

is Dr. Dale McNeal

'Ps in

)orts
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Name: -

More than 60 university courses, many with voyagerelated emphasis. Strong supporting in-port programs.
Visiting area experts.
Sail from San Francisco September 12 to the Orient,
India, Africa, South America and the Caribbean.
Apply now.
For Free Color Brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea Taj IMahal Building.
P.O Box 2488. Laguna Hills, CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-tree
outside California) (714) 581-6770 (in California). SS. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18.000 tons, of Uberian registry.

Address:
Phone:
Terry McKee (Sophomore, Ray-Cal)
I'd spend my last weeks in all the
snow I could find with all my friends

uled on attitude.
I not lose next year.

Located in Weberstown
Shopping Mall - Stockton

[]]Yes, I want one years
subscription to Planning Ahead

and have a party.

Gavin Harvey (Junior, R a y -Cal) I <K" It) the mountains anil start a com
mune to survive against mutant war
fare. We would pursue sensuous and
intellectual endeavors: we would all
learn Aikido anil to play musical in
struments. Children would call their
parents bv first names—I 111 nwt in °
authority! No automobiles in our
new society. Reproduction is w'ere
it's at. And we would get Dead
te

a

Army Officer.''

P ^ ' hS "

, Icelandic

and satisfying- You'll meet and get to know

similar interes^ ^

You will have free medical car
benefits you receive as an Army officer^•
You can take that first step now toward

aiary

benefits

IBS®[K2®§£3; fcraSra--

free 800-223-5390.
Please send me: •A timetable of Icelandic's fiights from
cSoNewYoflTand Balhmore/Washingtoa Q Your brochure
on European Fly/Dnve and Fly/Rail Tours.

With the

goes a long way.
future by deed g

rewarding

take the challenge of OCS!

Call Army Opportunities
951-3541
Join the people
who've joined

the Army

.

(s167oneway)

Norestrictions,
Chicago
to Luxembourg.
Every seat at
the sameprice.
Confirmed reservations.
Free Mine,meals cognac.
4 flightsweekly
Staylto365daiys. P
Purchase ticketsin
the liS.A

about career as aiv
sfu„

*334*
roundtrip.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

for our finals.

What

Icelandic
announces
thebest deal
toEurope:

NAME
ADDRESS-

RON
CORNELIUS

CITY

-STATE

ICELANDIC

ZIP-

ICCLANOM*

25 yearsof low air fares to Europe.
•Price effective April 15 thru May 14 and subject to change.
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Distinguished UOP alumni visit
alma mater for special program
By Diane llanty
Pucifican Stuff Writer

Approximately 20 alumni, who
have gained distinction in their
respective fields, returned to UOP
Wednesday for the second annual
Alumni Fellows Day.
The alumni spoke to students
regarding career opportunities and
skills needed to succeed in their
chosen field of study.

Michell Wells, director of the
Alumni Fellows Day, said the re
sponse from the alumni was over
whelming when contacted to par
ticipate in Alumni Day.
This year almost twice as many
alumni participated in the special
program as compared to the 11 who
participated last year.
Among the returning alumni
were Bob Lee, class of 68, Quarter
back for the Minnesota Vikings;
Charles Bender, class of 63, Chemist,

Physicist and Program Manager for
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory;
and Bryce Carroll, class of '71,
Engineer for Ruth, Going, & Curtis,
Inc.
Also on campus was Manuel
.Herrera, class of '72, who was a
member of the first graduating class
of Callison College. He is currently
working for the City of San Jose as an
Ombudsman.
Herrera described his duties as
"a high city official who
cuts
through red tape and handles constit
uents' grievances.
Herrera said, "Without the
broad educational background I
received at Callison. I would never
have been able to handle that job
Herrera added that he noticed a
lack of analytical skills in today's
college students, and said that was
one of the skills that Callison and
Raymond both emphasized.
Alan Thayer, class of '73, is
currently working as a freelance con
ference interpreter in the French and

Photo by Mike Allen

Minnesota Viking Quarterback and UOP alumnus Bob Lee

The Knoles Chapter of Mortar
board consists of 28 members who
have conducted a blood drive for the
Red Cross in past years and whose
primary aim is to better their com
munity.

Blind student's life involves
cause for the handicapped
(Cunt, from page 1)

About four years ago, she began
placing the guitar, which is her in
strument speciality in the Conser
vatory.
"I really like music because 1 can
express myself better through it than 1
can talking," she said.
Along with the guitar and the
piano she plays a Chinese instrument
called the Jung, which she recently
plaved for her peers in her Solo Class.
Since coming to UOP Connie has
started a special project unrelated to
her music.
The purpose of the project is to
aid handicapped students on campus.
"One day 1 was feeling sorry my
self and decided that I should do
something that would help present
and future handicapped students,"
she said.
"There just is not enough accessi
bility on this campus," Connie said.
"Plans have been drawn up, but 1 am
hoping to get enough support so that
progress will be made."
The problem of accessibility tor
handicapped persons involves things
that a non-handicapped person takes
lor granted.
"How do students in wheel
chairs gel up the stairs in The School
ol Education or The Conservatory of
Music?" Connie questioned. "There
are no ramps. For a deaf person
there are no interpreters.
"For students like myself it is
hard to find rooms because the num
bers on the doors are too small. Once
I'm inside the room 1 usually can't
read the chalk board."
It is this type of problem that
Connie hopes to bring to the attention
of students and administrators. One

meeting on the topic has already
taken place and she is hopelul tor
more to come.
"If anyone is interested in
helping, they can contact me in Jessie
Ballantyne," she said.
"If we could get some letters sent
to the administration stating specific
things that could be done to help
handicapped students, we would be
moving in the proper direction."
Connie pointed out that the only
difference between a handicapped
person and anyone else is the han
dicap.
"It is really hard to stick out all
of the time," she said. "It is easy to
get frustrated, but for me God keeps
me going."
It is this strength that she clings
to continually. Connie's lather is a
Baptist minister.
Throughout her childhood she
was active in the church. "It really
wasn't until I was a Contra Costa
College that I realized how much I
needed Christ," she said.
Since her arrival at UOP Connie
has continued to grow in her religious
convictions.
"I am in a bible study group and
enjoy having fellowship with fellow
Christians!'she said.
"My roommate shares my beliefs
and she is very encouraging. I don't
know where i would be if it wasn't for
Christ and all the people that he has
brought into my life."
Though Connie isn't planning on
graduating for at least a year, she has
manv plans established in her mind.
"I want to work with deaf-blind
adults," Connie said. "1 have worked
with these type of clients before and I
really enjoy communicating with
them.
"It is really exciting to help them
see their potential," Connie said. "I

Mortar Board, the National
Honor Society for college seniors,
will have a reception March 13 for
all UOP students eligible for memguess because of may own limitations
it is very, easy for me to empathize
with o' hers that have handicaps.
"It is plain to see that Connie
cares about other people.
"I guess the reason that I like
doing things for other people is
because I really enjoy people," she
said.
And those who know Connie
gladly return the compliment.

Thayer stated that there was a
great need for interpreters, expecially
i n the scientific community.
Thayer added, "Knowing the
language is the bare minimum. You
need to specialize in an area such as
medicine, literatur'e, biology, etc. to
succeed as a translator.

Without having a thorough
knowledge of the subject, you are
simply interpreting words, instead of
1
concepts.
Thayer's specialty is in the field
of aviation. He has worked both the
United Nations and NATO on a

freelance basis.
At a special luncheon held in the
Regent's dining room, most of the
alumni said they were honored to be
singled out as being successful, and
that they were happy to have the
chance to return to UOP to share
their experiences with students.
They also said that they were
glad to find that, although UOP has
grown larger, it is still offering a per
sonalized education.

bership.
All members must have a grade
point average of 3.3 or better and
have enough units next year to give
them senior status.
Usually, 50 to 100 people apply
and 35 of those are chosen based on
grades, community service and outstanding leadership.
Until very recently, Mortar
Board was an organization for out
standing women, only.
However
membership is now open to student,
of both sexes, and all eligible people
are urged to apply.
There are more than 175 chap
ters all across the nation.
Among the ideals held up by
these individual groups are the
promotion of equal opportunities
among everyone, emphasis on the
advancement of the status of women
and advancement of the spirit of
scholarship.
Currently, letters are being sent
to all students who appear on a com
puter readout as being eligible for
membership.
If you feel that you meet all
requirements and do not receive an
invitational notice, please contact
Dean Catherine Davis in the Office of
Student Life, or come to the reception
on March 13, at 7:30 p.m., in the
Gold Room.

OUR moves forward
t

signs, and actively pushed |0r
0t,„
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(Cont. from page 1)

dents to return dishes to the (

academic year was to work with
Food Service Director, Paul Fairbrook, bv developing ideas on how to
aring more students to Grace Covell
Dining Hall in order to avoid the
overload at the quads.
The OUR representatives went
back to their residence councils, and
to friends asking for suggestions
about improving Grace Covell.

Incorporated into the food ser
vice plan were student suggestions
that lights be dimmed, more round
tables be added, and that plants and
artwork be utilized to enhance the
atmosphere. A request for new car
pet will also become a reality this
summer.

Working again with the food ser
vice, the OUR assisted Bob Wood
ward when he asked for help in plan
ning Food Conservation Week. The
organization came up with ideas for
ithe week-long program, designed

World hunger is the subject of
the third Newman House "Life Lec
ture" to be given by Father William
J. Wood March 13 at 8 p.m.
Father Wood, the Rector of
Bellamine High School in San. Jose,
will discuss how to change the food
system in the world, and will also
present a theological view of first
world responsibilities in his lecture,
titled "Hunger: The Local-Global
Connections, Strategies for Change."
A member of the Institute for

Jill Barvvick will be available to
answer questions about the various
studies included in the Washington
Semester program.
The program, which is run by
American University in Washington,

a study ol American
that includes a four-unit
a four-unit research
an eight-unit seminar.

(Cont. from page 1)
According to a recent radio
program
about
the women's
liberation movement, 75 percent of
male Americans support or positively
evaluate the result of the movement.
But I cannot forget the words of
one of my interviewees who said
women often force themselves to keep
busy with their jobs in order to forget
or escape from their inner vacancy
and loneliness.
Japanese women tend to take
their marriage or choice of their
husband as a matter of destiny. By a
matter of destiny, I mean something
whose cause is by no means known
and because of that, it is once and
only.

It seems to me that American
women have been preserving "rugged
today
individualism" even
Riesman's latter hypothesis should be
About raising children, I

just

quote Iron, -The Japan Time,
Weekly, December 30, 1978 issue
hat shows a general image of the
Japanese housewife and her idea
about raising children.
The title of the article is "Verna

Other semester programs offered
are a foreign policy study, an urban
study, and an economics semester.
In addition to tuition costs,
students must pay travel expenses and
living costs in Washington.
Cal
Grants are applicable.

opinion letters to the editor.

Cherry blossom time

savsA"T°USeWufe 'n her Carly thirties
says
I was kept extremely busy bv
the three children but what immense
satisfaction f,„m raising ,Kem.
"
Today I went to a grassy field in th

SPRINGTIME is just around the corner as trees are blooming with pink
and white flowers all over campus. The flowering trees present a contrast
rom leafless trees which still dot the campus in this in-between season of
the year. The subtle beauty of the blossoms was captured by Pacifican
Photography Editor Laurie Knutsen.

r

need to know about," commentf
Long as she spoke about |j
organizing of an escort servicebyj
OUR. The group also devised mf
showing some of the more safely
routes on campus.
Lighting has been a maj;
security problem that students t
complained about for several yeaii
The OUR's lighting committee jy
noted a number of areas which an,
need of lighting, and is exerty
pressure on the university to corn

Ms

the situation.
An energy conservation can
paign is in the planning stages,astt,
OUR has become aware of cutsthr
1 L„
umnU
P
could
be .vio/lo
made \*/nir»n
which would
dollars as much as energy.
The group meets on Thurst
nights at 6 in Wendell Phillips236.

1
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A re.'
establishm
Food and Development Polit program I
Father Wood has developed faoilti udents" w
educational seminars at the Units Tuesday's
The rc
sity fo San Francisco on lot
problems. He is also active with 4f "workabh
California Food Policy Project at ceptions si
Robe
several other similar organizations.
Chairman
The program will be free l
students, with a $2 donation ask: sell-explai
emphasizi
from the general public. For
the Boarc
information contact the
fidence in
House at 951-0881.
In a
sday. Pre:
f Regents, <
s to adopt t
I duty, asp
Mc
my adventure."
the est
What surprised me most throuf
com mi
my interviews with American wo®
the ad
was the fact that almost half of
studen
said that they would choose theirj®
or career rather than marriage.
This seems to be a dilemma'
which most American women"
being trapped: career or maiw
And, most of my interviewees!*®'
ask for a respected position equal'
the husband if they get married.
Judging from their ways
talking about marriage, 1 thw
that their conception of mar"'?
A
seemed to be related to somiietM
Power
conditional and obligatory.
we"| •H'sda
In other words, they
North
pessimistic about marriag^ a
Chap(
seemed unable to take marrf'
hours
something most important in '

J

Japanese student

VifWS"
Wkh
3
Subtitle<
"Hou
ousewife
s Adventure."
Thiq
column i, co„posed o( h
^

emphasizes
government
internship,
project, and

5
halls.
I
"We work on the things pJ

World hunger topic at life lecture

I think this in one of the reasons
why the number of divorces is small
in Japan. The deterministic way of
thinking about life of Japanese people
is prevailing in various aspects of life
even today.

Studies offered in Washington
Students are invited to an infornational meeting about a semester of
tudies in Washington D.C. which
will be held in Bannister Hall on
larch 15 at 7:30 p.m.

|rU

Russian languages.

Mortar Board seeks
new student members
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I lie
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ea rly ^nter sunshine and
u
watched the kids play with the
UPPCr
half of their bodies naked.

laughter, I wanter" toT' ******
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lit
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Ljjl
Concerning raising children,
of them answered that it does n° !
against women's happiness i
husband is cooperative.
But one woman predicte J
the number of females who do |
want children will increase 'n j
future.
Recently, a Japanese psych°a^[
lyst, who is familiar with
culture, expressed the hypothes'5 t

Japanese society is of amaternaItyl*

:.*aj

A prominent theologist also
remarked that Christianity
known as a paternal religi°n'

been changed into a maternal °n j
ter it was imported to Japan.
1 he word "tender" is nior® J
used than "beautiful" or "cute v 1
People refer to a woman in Jap3"'

• e i1"':
Anyway, my subject!* J
pression as a male about A"ie^jC
females is that they are very - (
nvoca" f
Rve, active, sometimes prov«-

and extremely kind on the s"r j
but they often seem to be nie"
less warm and less tender.
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